The performance of coded FH/MFSK with a quantizerlimiter soft decision metric is presented for a worst-case two-level partial band Gaussian interference channel. This receiver structure is easy to implement and does not require side information concerning the on-off state of the interference. For a constraint length seven (K = 7), rate one-half (R = 1/2) convolutional code with Viterbi decoding, this receiver performs within 1.4 dB of the required Eb /No at Pb = 10' when compared to an ideal unquantized soft decision receiver assisted by perfect side information.
INTRODUCTION
Modern digital communication systems are frequently required to operate in a variety of severe fading and jamming environments. These transmission channels are detrimental to all uncoded modulations, including noncoherent frequency hopped multiple frequency shift keying (FH/MFSK) . Viterbi and Jacobs [1] showed in 1975 that for FH/MFSK a worst-case partial band Gaussian interference channel can change the dependence of biterror probability Pb on signal-to-noise ratio (Eb /No) For a coded waveform, such as coded FH/MFSK, there are several options for providing the decoder with metric information. These are usually categorized as either hard or soft decision decoding. For broadband Gaussian interference, soft decision decoding invariably outperforms hard decision decoding. In contrast, for worst-case partial band Gaussian interference, there are special difficulties which must be addressed. Of particular concern is the fact that pure soft decision decoding (using analog demodulator energy outputs as decoder metrics) does not work effectively in an intelligent interference environment unless the decoder has side information concerning the state of the interference. Without side information a pure soft decision receiver is vulnerable to an interference strategy where high power can be concentrated on a small number of elements of a coded transmission sequence and cause a large number of decoding errors.
Interference state side information is an idealized concept for which there presently exists no practical realization. Implementation would require that the receiver assign an infinite metric to received symbols that have no interference. Viterbi and Jacobs [1] introduced this idealization, and it is the reason why they achieved large theoretical coding gains on the partial band Gaussian interference channel. Figure 2 shows the specific demodulator-quantizer structure used in this study. This diagram depicts typical elements of the M energy detectors matched to the M candidate tones. (For analytical convenience the square root of the energy output is used instead of the energy itself.) Each demodulator output is presented to a quantizer-limiter which classifies the output into one of N regions. (The case of N = 4 is used in this study.) The quantizer output levels are arbitrarily labeled 0, 1, ..., N -1. These are not the decoder metrics themselves, but they do tell which metric value should be used. (This is discussed in the next section.) Each of the tone filter quantizers has N possible outputs so that the bank of M filters has NM possible M-vector outputs. The coding channel shown in Fig. 1 has M possible inputs and NM possible outputs with each output having M scalar components.
ANALYSIS TECHNIQUE AND RESULTS
Our goal here is to find the cutoff rate parameter R 0 (bits/channel use) which represents the maximum data rate that is practically achievable. For an M -ary orthogonal alphabet on a memoryless channel, R 0 can be written as
(1) where D is the pairwise Chernoff upper bound on the probability that the metric of an incorrect signal exceeds the metric of the sent signal. For any specific code, it is possible to upper bound the decoded Pb by a function purely of D, that is, Fig. 1 . This technique of decoupling the code and the coding channel was suggested by Omura and Levitt [2] .
Avidor [3] derived D for a partial band Gaussian interference channel with FH/MFSK and a quantizer-limiter. In Ref. 3 , the results were applied to a Rayleigh fading channel, a case for which the worst-case partial band interference happens to be fullband interference. In our study, we apply the expression for D to the nonfading case so that the worst-case interference fraction must be determined.
Before considering Avidor's results, it is useful to define several probabilities that are associated with the quantizer-limiter. Let z and z' be outputs of the tone filter corresponding to the sent signal and one of the M -1 tone filters with signal absent, respectively. (The subscripts of the z 's as shown in Fig. 2 With this background, we return to the quantizer-limiter shown in Fig. 2 . The threshold settings are at jT; j = 0, 1, 2, 3. For ease of implementation, we arbitrarily choose T = /N. (This assumes that we are able to measure an average power spectral density No over the entire hopping band.) The corresponding four possible quantizer output levels are taken as the integers j where j = 0, 1, 2, 3. We also use j to indicate a quantizer input region, with region j corresponding to a quantizer input between jT and (j + 1)T which produces an output j.
We define the conditional probabilities P '(I); PI (1) is the probability that the output of the quantizer of the correct tone filter is 2 given that interference is present. These conditional probabilities can be written by using Eqs. (3), (4), and 14 l Es /No curves in Fig. 3 , we are able to perform curve translation on either the hard decision or soft decision curves to get the Pb versus Eb /No curve for this code on the quantizer-limiter coding channel. Figure 14 shows this result along with the hard and soft decision results. We see that for Pb = 10-the improvement is 5 dB over hard decision decoding and is within 1.4 dB of the ideal soft decision result.
CONCLUSIONS
The large performance difference between ideal soft decision receivers and practical hard decision receivers on a worst-case partial band Gaussian interference channel has become evident in recent studies. This has stimulated interest in a search for implementable high-performance soft decision quantization receivers. The Q-L receiver described in this report satisfies this simultaneous requirement for robust performance and practical realizability.
The Q-L receiver described here is nonadaptive, and fixed threshold settings are based upon long-term measurements of the average noise background. Future studies might be directed at further optimizing the number and location of the threshold settings. Also, other interference types need to be considered, for example, worst-case tone interference. For this disturbance, the performance difference from the ideal soft decision to hard decision 10-4 SD/SI 10-5-t7 is greater than for partial band Gaussian interference, so it would be of interest to see if the Q-L receiver reduces this gap as effectively for tone interference as it does for partial band Gaussian interference. 
